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Background: Metered dose inhalers (MDIs) are commonly prescribed for inhalation therapy, but correct use 
is critical to promoting effective medication delivery. This systematic literature review and meta-analysis 
evaluates the overall and step-by-step prevalence of errors among adults with obstructive lung diseases in the 
United States who used MDIs.
Methods: Electronic and manual searches conducted between 1979-2018 using PubMed, EMBASE, PsycINFO, 
Cochrane, and Google identified 10 articles that met the following inclusion criteria: (a) English language, (b) 
U.S. adults diagnosed with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, and (c) MDI use error rates. Meta-analytic 
techniques using random-effects models were applied to calculate effect sizes, weighted proportions, and 95% 
confidence intervals (CIs). Heterogeneity was assessed by the I2 statistic.
Results: Aggregate findings revealed that 86.7% of patients (n=390, 95% CI 77.5-96.0) made at least 1 inhalation 
technique error, and 76.9% (n=885, 95% CI 65.8-87.9) incorrectly performed ≥ 20% of device use steps.  The 
most prevalent step-by-step errors across the studies (n=1105) were failure to: (a) exhale fully and away from 
the inhaler before inhalation (65.5% [95% CI 52.0, 78.9]); (b) hold breath for 5-10 seconds (41.9% [95% CI 29.8, 
53.9]); (c) inhale slowly and deeply (39.4% [95% CI 26.2, 52.5]); (d) exhale after inhalation (35.9% [95% CI 17.0, 
54.8]); and (e) shake the inhaler before use (34.2% [95% CI 30.6, 37.7]). 
Conclusions: Across the studies used in this meta-analysis more than three-fourths of U.S. adults with 
obstructive lung diseases used MDIs incorrectly. Our findings suggest the need for ongoing patient education 
and consideration of alternative devices to mitigate errors.
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In the United States, the most prevalent obstructive 
lung diseases are asthma and chronic obstructive 
pulmonary disease (COPD).1,2 Taken together, these 
conditions are a leading cause of morbidity and 
mortality among U.S. adults.2,3 An estimated 16.5 
million Americans are diagnosed with asthma, 16 
million with COPD, and 0.94 million with asthma–
COPD overlap syndrome.1-4 The economic burden of 
asthma and COPD is substantial. The costs of treating 
asthma range between $56 billion5 and $81.9 billion,6 
of which 61% is associated with medical costs.6 The 
health care costs of COPD are similarly staggering, 
accounting for more than $72.7 billion yearly.7

Although neither asthma nor COPD can be cured, 
both can be managed through inhaled bronchodilators 
that deliver aerosolized medications into the lungs. 
A range of inhaler devices can be used to administer 
bronchodilators including metered-dose inhalers 
(MDIs), dry powder inhalers, soft mist inhalers, and 
nebulizers.8 MDIs are the most commonly used 
handheld devices,9 but they require patients to 
have good hand-breath coordination so they can 
simultaneously manage breathing and actuation 
for effective drug delivery.10 As a result, MDIs are 
considered to be inherently more difficult to administer 
than alternative devices.11 The importance of proper 
inhaler technique cannot be over emphasized. Past 
research has shown that incorrect inhaler technique 
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may compromise medication delivery,12-14 resulting 
in poor outcomes over time including increased risk of 
exacerbations, higher health resource utilization, and 
mortality.13-17

Difficulty using MDIs has long been documented 
in the literature. In 2001, a meta-analysis (MA) of 24 
studies found that nearly 77% of international (non-
U.S.) patients with asthma or COPD made at least 1 
error while using MDIs.18 More recently, another 
internationally-focused MA study reported that 86.8% 
of patients with asthma or COPD made errors using 
an MDI, 45.6% of which were considered to be critical 
(errors that would directly impact the effectiveness 
of the drug).11 In an attempt to facilitate MDI use, a 
spacer is often recommended.8,19 However, to date, 
there is little evidence that shows the use of a spacer 
actually reduces inhalation technique errors. Indeed, 
more than 60% of patients, on average, have been 
reported to continue having difficulty using MDIs 
correctly even with a spacer.20-24

The extent and type of inhalation technique errors 
with MDIs have been synthesized among patients 
in diverse international settings through previous 
narrative reviews,25-30 systematic literature reviews 
(SLRs),12,31-37 and MA studies.11,17,38 However, 
none of these past studies conducted a step-by-step 
MA of errors to identify the device use steps patients 
found to be the most challenging. Moreover, the 
study populations in previous MA studies have been 
predominantly globally focused, with limited attention 
on U.S. patients. Individual studies on U.S. populations 
with obstructive lung diseases have shown that the 
proportion of patients making at least 1 inhalation 
technique error or errors in ≥ 20% of MDI device use 
steps ranges between 65% to 100%.21-24,39-41 However, 
drawing inferences from these studies is limited due 
to the relatively small sample sizes and heterogeneity 
across populations, error definitions, care settings, and 
diagnoses. To date, there has been no comprehensive 
study combining an SLR and MA on MDI errors in U.S. 
patients to evaluate the prevalence and types of errors.

Differences between U.S. and international patients 
with obstructive lung diseases have been documented 
with regards to sociodemographic characteristics (e.g., 
education and/or literacy levels),42-44 comorbidities 
and pulmonary disease severity.19,29,42,45 In addition, 
differences in health system factors (e.g., payer source 
and physician training) have been reported to play a 
role in disease management among U.S. and non-U.S. 

Note: An earlier version of this manuscript was 
presented, in part, at the annual conference of 
the American College of Chest Physicians, Oc-
tober 6-10, 2018 in San Antonio, Texas.
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Search Strategy
An SLR was conducted using PubMed, EMBASE, 
PsycINFO, Cochrane, and Google Scholar. We 
identified studies published from January 1, 2010 to 
November 15, 2018 that met the following criteria: 
(a) English language; (b) U.S. adults diagnosed with 
COPD; and (c) information available on MDI errors. 
In a few articles, authors combined patients diagnosed 
with COPD, asthma, or other chronic obstructive 
disease into a single group and presented their results 
on this combined study population. Thus, while we 
restricted our search criteria to COPD patients, if a 
publication combined COPD with other diagnoses of 
obstructive lung disease, that study would have been 
identified by our search and evaluated further.

The following data were extracted from the studies: 
(a) patients’ sociodemographic characteristics (e.g., 
age, sex, health literacy level); (b) primary diagnosis; 
and (c) inhalation technique and step-by-step device 
use errors. In addition to electronic searches, a manual 
search was conducted covering the period of January 
1, 1979 to November 15, 2018 by reviewing all of the 
references contained within the articles identified from 
electronic searches.

Quality Assessment 
Study quality was graded by 3 trained independent 
reviewers. Studies that met the following criteria were 
classified as poor quality and excluded from the MA: 
(a) combined error rates across multiple devices;
(b) reported error rates for ≤ 5 patients; and (c) if there 
was no way to ascertain the percentage of patients 
who made inhalation technique errors from the data 
provided. For randomized controlled trials, quality was 
assessed using criteria published by the Cochrane 
Collaborative.47 For cross-sectional and observational 
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patients with lung disease.19,26,29,45 These differential 
attributes can influence the patient’s ability to properly 
use MDIs.35,42,46 Therefore, synthesized findings 
based on international populations may not be directly 
generalizable to U.S. patients. The purpose of this study 
was 2-fold: (a) to quantify the prevalence of inhalation 
technique errors among U.S. adults with COPD who 
use MDIs, and (b) to determine which device use steps 
were the most problematic for patients using MDIs.

studies, quality was assessed using applicable scales 
by Newcastle and Ottawa.48 

Metered-Dose Inhaler Device Use Steps
Reported errors were based on the patients’ ability to 
correctly complete the following 12 device use steps: 
(1) removing the cap; (2) shaking the inhaler before 
use; (3) attaching the inhaler to a spacer, as needed;
(4) holding the inhaler upright; (5) exhaling completely 
(and away from the inhaler) before inhalation;
(6) placing the inhaler mouthpiece between teeth 
and sealing lips; (7) actuating once during inhalation;
(8) inhaling slowly and deeply; (9) holding breath for 
5-10 seconds; (10) removing the inhaler or spacer 
from the mouth; (11) exhaling and breathing normally; 
and (12) repeating steps for a second puff. These 
steps were the most frequently reported across the 10 
studies evaluated in this MA. Additional steps that 
were reported in only 1 study (e.g., checking expiration 
date and priming device)49 were not analyzed. For the 
purposes of step-by-step device use error analysis, all 
steps were included with the exception of 1 and 4 due 
to limited data availability. 

Statistical Analysis
The proportion of MDI device use errors was analyzed 
using the following 2 definitions depending on data 
availability: (1) the percentage of patients who made 
at least 1 inhalation technique error24,41,46,49,50; 
or (2) the percentage of patients who incorrectly 
performed ≥ 20% of device use  steps.21-24,40 For 
one study,39 the percentage of patients with at least 
1 inhalation technique error was inferred based 
on the reported device use step with the highest 
frequency of error. For studies that reported inhalation 
technique errors for both pre- and post-interventions, 
only pre-intervention (i.e., baseline) error data were 
used for both control and intervention groups. 

Step-by-step device use errors were also analyzed. 
For studies that presented error data graphically, 
numeric values were estimated by interpreting graphic 
representations and validated by 2 independent 
analysts. Additional calculations were performed 
as follows, depending on selected scenarios: (1) if 
authors presented the percentage of patients who 
performed each step correctly, results were converted 
to the percentage of patients who performed each 
step incorrectly; (2) if authors reported 2 error rates 
for each device use step, a mean value was computed; 
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and (3) if authors reported error rates for 2 different 
subgroups instead of their entire study population, 
weight means were calculated based on the proportion 
of each subgroup.    

Meta-Analysis 
Information about the prevalence of overall inhalation 
technique errors as well as step-by-step device use 
errors was gathered according to the recommendations 
outlined by the “Meta-analysis of Observational Studies 
in Epidemiology” guidelines51 for MA and systematic 
reviews. Pooled estimates (weighted proportions) 
and 95% confidence intervals (CIs) were computed 
using the approximation of a binomial distribution.52 
To visually inspect the degree to which the effect 
estimates of each study distributed around the pooled 
effect estimates, forest plots were created for pooled 
and step-by-step device use errors. Heterogeneity was 
assessed by the I2 statistic to determine the suitability 
of combining estimates across studies.53,54 I2 values 
of 25%, 50%, and 75%, corresponded to small, 
moderate, and large degree of heterogeneity.55 Given 
the small number of studies, we performed a restricted 
maximum likelihood random-effects model using 
JASP 9.2 software.54,55

Search Results
A total of 615 potential publications met the initial 
screening criteria (Figure 1). The manual search 
identified an additional 22 publications. After 
removing duplicate studies (n=193), 444 abstracts 
were evaluated further to determine relevance. After 
eliminating 349 abstracts that did not meet the 
eligibility criteria, 95 full-text articles remained and 
were reviewed in detail. Among these articles, 85 
studies did not have data on U.S. adults or MDI device 
errors, resulting in a total of 10 publications that were 
included in this MA. 

Patient Characteristics
There were 1360 patients included across the 10 
studies (Table 1). The range in the average age of the 
patients was from 38 to 82 years. More than half of the 
patients were female (54%) and nearly three-quarters 
(74%) had a COPD diagnosis. Between 9% to 37% 
of patients had low health literacy (based on reports 
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from 7 studies). Due to use of multiple devices and 
participants who did not complete the entire study 
cycle, MDI errors were reported for a total of 1275 
patients, 27.6% (n=352) of whom also used a spacer. 

Inhalation Technique Errors Using Metered-
Dose Inhalers
Aggregate findings across 6 of 10 studies (n=390) 
revealed that 86.7% of patients (95% CI 77.5-96.0) 
made at least 1 inhalation technique error (Figure 2a).  
Across the remaining 4 of 10 studies (n=885), 76.8% 
of patients (95% CI 65.8-87.9) incorrectly performed ≥ 
20% of device use steps (Figure 2b). Further analyses 
were conducted to evaluate MDI device use errors with 
and without a spacer (n=352 across 4 unique studies, 
and n=923 across 6 unique studies, respectively). 
A slightly higher proportion of patients who used a 
spacer made inhalation technique errors as compared 
to those who did not use a spacer (82.7% [95% CI 73.2-
92.2] versus 78.2% [95% CI 61.4-94.9], respectively) 
(Figures 3a and 3b). I2 values were small (< 50%), 
except for patients who did not use a spacer (Figure 
3b; I2=78.3%).

Step-By-Step Metered-Dose Inhaler Device Use 
Errors 
Eight of the 10 (80%) studies reported error data for 
each device use step (n=1105 patients). The most 
frequent errors were: (a) failure to attach the inhaler 
to the spacer when required (based on 2 studies using 
MDI with a spacer, n=24) (78.1% [95% CI 65.3, 91.0]); 
(b) failure to exhale fully (and away from the inhaler) 
before inhalation (65.5% [95% CI 52.0, 78.9]); (c) 
failing to hold breath for 5-10 seconds (41.9% [95% 
CI 29.8, 53.9]); (d) inhaling too fast and not deeply 
(39.4% [95% CI 26.6, 52.5]); (e) failing to exhale after 
inhalation (35.9% [95% CI 17.0, 54.8]); and (f) failing 
to shake the inhaler before use (34.2% [95% CI 30.6, 
37.7]) (Figure 4). Additionally, 43.2% (95% CI 31.3, 
55.0) of patients failed to repeat the steps for a second 
puff. I2 values were negligible for steps 2, 3, and 6. 
For steps 5 and 7 through 12, I2 ranged from 77.9% 
to 98.6%.
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To the best of our knowledge, this is the first SLR and 
MA to quantify the prevalence of MDI inhalation 
technique errors and identify the most problematic 
device use steps for U.S. adults with obstructive lung 
diseases. Aggregate findings across the identified 
studies revealed that 8 of 10 patients who used MDIs 
made at least 1 inhalation technique error. In addition, 
7 of 10 patients incorrectly performed at least 20% of 
MDI device use steps. 

Our results are comparable to previously reported 
findings on international patients. In an SLR and 
MA study conducted by Chrystyn et al,11 the authors 
found that 86.8% of patients using MDIs made at least 
1 inhalation technique error, of which 45.6% were 
considered a critical error (defined as an error that may 
directly impact the effectiveness of the delivered drug). 
In contrast to both our findings and those reported by 
Chrystyn et al, Sanchis et al34 reported an average 
inhalation error rate of about 40% among MDI users 
in their MA. This lower error rate likely stemmed from 

Discussion Sanchis et al’s more restricted definition of errors 
which was limited to only device use errors related 
to coordination and breath-holding inhalation steps. 
In addition, unlike our study, Sanchis et al’s study 
population was not limited to adults (e.g., included 
children with asthma). 

Our results show that the most common errors were 
associated with coordination and breath-holding steps. 
We found that 2 of 3 patients had difficulty exhaling 
fully and away from their MDIs before inhalation. 
Errors that result in not emptying the lungs completely 
could have negative consequences on appropriately 
inhaling prescribed medications. We also found about 
2 of 5 patients failed to hold their breath for the few 
seconds needed in order to ensure that the medication 
was successfully delivered to the lungs. This type of 
error can negatively impact treatment due to poor 
medication deposition. Moreover, 1 in 3 patients failed 
to inhale slowly and deeply. This type of error also 
adversely affects medication deposition. Other steps 
involved in dose preparation, such as failing to shake 
the inhaler before use, led to additional errors in 1 of 3 
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MDI users. Collectively, our findings seem to indicate 
lower MDI error rates associated with coordination 
and breath-holding steps among U.S. patients when 
compared to international patients, of whom > 45% 
have been reported to make these types of errors in 
previous MA studies.11,34 

We also found that a higher proportion of patients 
who used MDIs with a spacer made inhalation 
technique errors, as compared to patients who did 
not use a spacer. This finding was surprising and not 
consistent with the general reason for prescribing a 
spacer; that is, to facilitate inhalation technique steps 
that could lead to lower errors in MDI use.8,13,57 Our 
findings are also not consistent with internationally-
focused MA studies which have reported substantially 
lower MDI device use errors when a spacer is used.11,34 
It is not clear why our findings differ. One plausible 
explanation is that selection bias is playing a role 
since U.S. clinicians tend to prescribe a spacer for an 
MDI for patients who are more likely to have difficulty 
performing inhalation steps correctly compared to 
patients who demonstrate greater competency using 
MDIs.13,58,59 Another possibility is related to the fact 
that all of the patients who used an MDI with a spacer 
came from multiple studies conducted by Press et al. It 
is plausible that those patients could have been from 
the same institution and potentially not independent 
samples. Yet a third plausible explanation could be the 
differential age distribution in the study samples, a 
critical factor shown to be associated with MDI device 
use errors and the probability of using a spacer.35,36

The predominance of errors documented across 
the many studies included in this SLR and MA 
underscores the importance of patient training and 
education on the proper use of MDIs. Indeed, global 
respiratory guidelines for both asthma and COPD 
suggest that participants be instructed on proper 
use of inhaler devices and also have their inhalation 
technique re-assessed at each office visit.13,14 
Unfortunately, past research has shown that between 
25% to 30% of patients never receive instructions 
on inhaler use.50,60 Moreover, up to 69% of patients 
say that their health care provider has never observed 
them using their inhalers.61 Studies have also shown 
that only 45% of health care providers assess device 
technique in every newly diagnosed patient.62 Taken 
together, it is not surprising that many patients 
report not feeling confident that they are using their 
inhalers correctly.63-65 Even when patients feel 

confident that their inhalation technique is correct, 
there is value in health care providers continually 
reassessing the patients’ technique. Indeed, multiple 
studies have shown that the probability of patients 
correctly performing inhalation steps increases with 
the higher number of demonstrations by health care 
providers.42,64,66 Clearly, educating patients on 
proper inhaler technique is of paramount importance 
in reducing the risk of inhalation errors.13,17,66

Although a recent SLR of educational interventions 
found that > 90% of studies reported significant 
improvements in the patients’ inhalation technique 
after they received training, education on device 
use is not an adequate enough strategy to reduce 
technique errors for some patients.37 For MDIs, 
past studies have reported persistently high rates of 
incorrect MDI use even after training and educational 
interventions.32,67,68 In real-world settings, incorrect 
MDI use remains challenging because compared 
to other types of  devices, MDIs require more hand-
breath coordination, higher cognitive abilities to 
operate, the ability to hold breath, and the need to 
generate adequate inspiratory force.29 These types 
of requirements have led to some patients ceasing 
inhaled therapy due to the perceived complexity of 
using devices.69 Thus, for some patients, inhalation 
technique errors may be mitigated by using 
alternative devices, such as nebulized delivery that 
does not require hand-mouth coordination or breath 
holding for proper medication administration. Past 
studies have shown that many patients with difficulty 
using handheld inhalers have positive perceptions of 
nebulizer use.64 Ultimately, device features such as 
simplicity and ease of use, convenience, and overall 
experience are important to patients.69,70 Therefore, 
sensitizing health care providers to more carefully 
select inhalation devices that suit patients’ abilities 
and preferences, while meeting their medical needs, is 
imperative to reducing device use errors. 

Our results should be considered in light of certain 
study limitations. First, a relatively small number 
of studies met our inclusion criteria. The number of 
studies with data available on step-by-step device 
use errors was even smaller. Thus, our findings may 
have limited generalizability to larger populations of 
asthma or COPD patients. Second, there was little to 
no information available on the association between 
MDI device use errors and the clinical consequences of 
errors on symptom management and health outcomes. 
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Third, we were unable to examine a multitude of factors 
that have been shown to influence the incidence of 
MDI device use errors, such variability in the level of 
training patients may have received from providers, 
the patient’s physical or cognitive limitations, the 
subjectivity of the assessor’s technique in evaluating 
patient errors, and patient-introduced bias (i.e., 
the Hawthorne effect).71 Fourth, we were unable to 
distinguish potential differences in error rates between 
asthma and COPD patients because the majority of the 
studies combined the 2 diagnoses when reporting MDI 
use errors. Lastly, our results on inhalation technique 
errors among patients who used MDIs with a spacer 
may have been influenced by selection bias since all 
of the studies were published by the same group of 
authors in 1 setting; therefore, the uniqueness of the 
study samples could not be ascertained.

In this SLR and MA, we found that more than 8 out of 
10 patients in our sample of U.S. adults with obstructive 
lung diseases made at least 1 inhalation technique 
error using MDIs. At least 1 out of 3 patients had 
difficulty exhaling fully (and away) before inhalation, 
holding their breath, and inhaling slowly and deeply. 
Our findings suggest the need for ongoing patient 
education and consideration of alternative devices, 
such as nebulizers, that may mitigate technique errors 
by eliminating some of the inhalation steps that 
patients have difficulty completing.

Conclusions
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